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Abstract
Regarding behaviour equivalence in higher-order process calculi, Sangiorgi (Inform. and Com-
put. 131 (1996) 141) and Thomsen (Inform. and Comput. 116 (1995) 38) introduced context
and higher-order bisimulations, respectively. In this paper, uniqueness of solutions of equations
with respect to strong context and higher-order bisimilarities and compatibility of strong context
and higher-order bisimilarities with recursive de4nitions are shown. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Recently, various higher-order process calculi have been proposed as generalizations
of CCS in which processes are allowed to be sent and received in communication; see,
for examples, [1, 3, 4, 9–15]. As pointed out by Thomsen [13], in higher-order process
calculi the operators of pre4x, (nondeterministic) choice and parallel composition are
equally fundamental and do not allow much variation, but there seems to be room
for various constructions of the restriction. There are mainly two di;erent approaches
to deal with the restriction operator in higher-order process calculi: dynamic one and
static one. Let us explain this by an example. Suppose, e.g., a?X:P and (a!Q1:Q2)\b
be two (higher-order) processes (here we use the notation in [14] which is similar to
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that in CSP) such that b is a port name which occurs free in both Q1 and Q2 but
not in P: Then using the static approach, roughly speaking, an interaction between the
processes a?X:P and (a!Q1:Q2)\b may lead to a scope extrusion of restriction \:
a?X:P|(a!Q1:Q2)\b → (P[Q1=X ]|Q2)\b:
By contrast, with the dynamic approach we would have the following transition:
a?X:P|(a!Q1:Q2)\b →P[Q1=X ]|(Q2\b):
At the early stage of the development of higher-order process calculi, it was not known
how to give a semantics to restriction as a static binder, and many e;orts in higher-order
process calculi dealt with the dynamic restriction; see [1, 3, 4, 11, 12, 14] for examples.
In [7], Milner et al. gave a reasonable treatment of static restriction. Afterwards, many
works on higher-order process calculi were also devoted to treat restriction as a static
binder; for examples, see [9, 10, 13].
Milner and Park’s bisimulation equivalence [5, 8] is one of the central notions in pro-
cess calculi. As its generalization, Thomsen [14] introduced the concept of higher-order
bisimulations in his higher-order process calculus CHOCS and showed that higher-order
bisimilarity enjoys many satisfactory algebraic properties; in particular, it is a congru-
ence under various operators in CHOCS and almost all equational laws for CCS carry
over unchanged for it. Then, Sangiorgi [10] argued that higher-order bisimulation is
sometimes over-discriminating and proposed the notion of context bisimulation and
derived some useful algebraic laws for context bisimilarity.
An important way to specify some complicated process is recursive de4nitions. In
CCS [5, 6], recursive de4nitions are shown to be compatible with bisimilarity. How-
ever, a corresponding result for both context bisimilarity and higher-order bisimilarity
is still to be established. Similarly, uniqueness of solutions of equations in CCS was
proven and it was used as a powerful proof technique to equate some very complex
processes [6]. But it is still an open problem whether context and higher-order bisim-
ilarities enjoy uniqueness of solutions of equations. The purpose of this paper is to
prove uniqueness of solutions of equations with respect to Sangiorgi’s strong context
bisimilarity and compatibility of strong context bisimilarity with recursive de4nitions.
The proof technique employed in this paper is a rePexive and transitive closure ver-
sion of ‘bisimulation up to bisimilarity’. At the end of this paper, we also point out
that a similar proof technique is able to prove the corresponding results for Thomsen’s
higher-order bisimilarity in CHOCS [14]. Unfortunately, this technique fails to tackle
the case of weak bisimulations and so the corresponding problem for weak context and
higher-order bisimulations is still unsolved.
2. Strong context bisimulations
For the sake of convenience, in this section we recall some results and notations
from Sangiorgi’s context bisimulation theory [10]. Let I be the countable in4nite
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set of 4rst-order names, let ‘ be the countable in4nite set of higher-order names, let
RI def= { Rm :m∈I}; R‘ def= { Ra : a∈ ‘}; @ def= I ∪ ‘ and R@ def= RI ∪ R‘; and let  stand for the
silent action. We use symbols m; n for names in I , symbols a; b; c for names in ‘,
and symbols x; y; z for names in @, and we let l range over I ∪ RI ∪{} and  range
over @∪ R@∪{}. We also assume a countable in4nite set of process variables, ranged
over by X; Y; Z; and a countable in4nite set of process constants, ranged over by K; L;
in particular, 0 is a process constant.
There are three syntactic categories in the language of higher-order process calculus,
they are categories of processes, abstractions and concretions, and their grammars are
as follows:
1. Processes P ::=X |K |l:P|a:F | Ra:C|P1|P2|vxP|!P
2. Abstractions F ::= (X )P
3. Concretions C ::= 〈P1〉P2|vxC
P; P1; P2 range over processes, F ranges over abstractions, and C ranges over con-
cretions, l: is a 4rst-order pre4x, and | is parallel composition. Furthermore, a: is a
higher-order input pre4x and Ra: is a higher-order output pre4x. Intuitively, process a:F
with F = (X )P can receive a process, say Q; at port a and then continues as P{Q=X };
and process Ra:C with C = 〈P1〉P2 can perform an output action at port a emitting pro-
cess P1 and then continues as P2: Finally, vxP is a restriction and a replication !P
stands intuitively for an in4nite number of copies of P in parallel.
We de4ne agents as follows:
A ::= P|F |C:
An abstraction (X )P binds all free occurrences of X in P, and a restriction vxA binds
all free occurrences of x in A. An agent is closed if it does not contain any free
process variable. The sets of all processes and all closed processes are denoted by r˝
and ˝0r , respectively. For any process constant K; we suppose that K has a de4ning
equation K def= P in which P ∈˝0r . Note that K may occur in P and therefore the
de4ning equation may be recursive. The only di;erence between our language and the
original one dealt with in [10] is that process constants are added, for we shall discuss
recursive de4nitions in this paper.
To present elegantly the transitional semantics of the language, we need some aux-
iliary operations on abstractions and concretions:
(1) Let F =(X )Q: If X =∈fv(P) (the set of all free process variables in P), then F |P
denotes (X )(Q|P) and P|F denotes (X )(P|Q); and vxF denotes (X )vxQ:
(2) Let C = vx˜〈Q〉R. If {x˜}∩fn(P) (the set of all free names in P) = , then C|P
and P|C denote vx˜〈Q〉(R|P) and vx˜〈Q〉(P|R); respectively.
(3) If F=(X )P; C=vx˜〈Q〉R, and {x˜}∩fn(P)= , then we set F ·C def= vx˜(P{Q=X }|R)
and C ·F def= vx˜(R|P{Q=X }).
The transitional semantics of higher-order process calculus may be given by the
following rules:
Alpha: P and Q are alpha convertible, and Q
→A imply P →A.
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Pre?x: :A
→A.
Parallelism: P1
→A implies P1 |P2 →A |P2.
First-order communication: P1
m→P′1 and P2 Rm→P′2 imply P1 |P2 →P′1 |P′2.
Higher-order communication: P1
a→F and P2 Ra→C imply P1 |P2 →F · C.
Restriction: P
→A and  =∈{x; Rx} imply vxP → vxA.
Replication: P|!P →A implies !P →A.
Constant: P
→A and K def= P imply K →A.
(Here we have omitted the symmetric rules of the parallelism and communications.)
As a reasonable generalization of the concept of strong bisimulation in CCS,
Sangiorgi [10] introduced the following:
Denition 2.1 (Strong context bisimulation; Sangiorgi [10; De?nition 3:1]). A rela-
tion ⊆˝0r ×˝0r is a strong context simulation if PQ implies
1. whenever P l→P′; there exists Q′ s.t. Q l→Q′ and P′Q′;
2. whenever P a→F; there exists G s.t. Q a→G and C · FC · G; F · CG · C for
all closed concretions C; and
3. whenever P Ra→C; there exists D s.t. Q Ra→D and F · CF · D; C · FD · F for all
closed abstractions F:
A relation  is a strong context bisimulation (∼Ct-bisimulation, for short) if both
 and −1 are strong context simulations. If PQ for some ∼Ct-bisimulation , then
we say P and Q are strongly context bisimilar, written P∼Ct Q: It is easy to show that
∼Ct is an equivalence relation and it is the greatest ∼Ct-bisimulation. ∼Ct possesses
the following recursive characterisation which is a generalization of Proposition 4:4
in [6].
Lemma 2.1. P∼Ct Q iB the following three statements and their duals hold:
1. whenever P l→P′; there exists Q′ s.t. Q l→Q′ and P′∼Ct Q′;
2. whenever P a→F; there exists G s.t. Q a→G and C · F ∼Ct C · G; F · C ∼Ct G · C
for all closed concretions C; and
3. whenever P Ra→C; there exists D s.t. Q Ra→D and F · C ∼Ct F · D; C · F ∼Ct D · F
for all closed abstractions F:
Proof. The part for ‘only if’ is obvious because ∼Ct is a ∼Ct-bisimulation. For the
‘if ’ part, we de4ne the binary relation P∼′ Q on ˝0r to be that statements 1–3 and
their duals hold for P and Q. It is easy to show that ∼′ is a ∼Ct-bisimulation. Then
∼′ ⊆ ∼Ct.
The notion of strong context bisimilarity may be naturally extended to all open
agents:
Denition 2.2 (Sangiorgi [10; De?nition 3:2]). 1. For closed abstractions F1 and F2;
we set F1∼Ct F2 if C · F1∼Ct C · F2; F1 · C ∼Ct F2 · C for all closed concretions C:
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2. For closed concretions C1 and C2; we set C1∼Ct C2 if F · C1∼Ct F · C2; C1 · F
∼Ct C2 · F for all closed abstractions F:
3. For open agents A1 and A2 with fv(A1; A2)⊆{X˜ }; we set A1∼CtA2 if A1{P˜=X˜ }∼Ct
A2{P˜=X˜ } for all closed processes P˜.
Some equational laws in CCS can be generalized to strong context bisimilarity.
Proposition 2.2 (Sangiorgi [10, Lemma 3:2]). 1. P1|P2∼Ct P2|P1.
2. P1|(P2|P3)∼Ct (P1|P2)|P3.
3. P|0∼Ct P;
4. If L is a sort of P; i.e.; L⊆ @∪ R@ and actions of P and its derivatives lie in
L∪{}; and x; Rx =∈L; then vxP∼Ct P.
5. vxvyA∼Ct vyvxA.
6. If Li is a sort of Pi for i=1; 2; and x; Rx∈L1∩L2; then vx(P1|P2)∼Ct (vxP1)|(vxP2).
7. !P∼Ct P|!P.
Similar to the situation in CCS, the ‘up-to’ technique is very useful to build up
strong context bisimulations and the technique employed to establish our main results
in this paper is a rePexive and transitive closure version of it.
Denition 2.3 (∼Ct-Bisimulation up-to ∼Ct ; Sangiorgi [10; De?nition 3:3]). A relation
⊆˝0r ×˝0r is a ∼Ct-simulation up-to ∼Ct if PQ implies
1. whenever P l→P′; there exists Q′ s.t. Q l→Q′ and P′∼Ct ∼Ct Q′;
2. whenever P a→F; there exists G s.t. Q a→G and C · F ∼Ct ∼Ct C · G; F · C ∼Ct 
∼Ct G · C for all closed concretions C; and
3. whenever P Ra→C; there exists D s.t. Q Ra→D and F · C ∼Ct ∼Ct F · D; C · F ∼Ct 
∼Ct D · F for all closed abstractions F:
If both  and −1 are ∼Ct-simulations up-to ∼Ct, then  is called a ∼Ct-bisimula-
tions up-to ∼Ct. The following lemma gives rise to the ‘up-to’ technique.
Lemma 2.3 (Sangiorgi [10, Lemma 3.3]). If  is a ∼Ct-bisimulation up-to ∼Ct ; then
⊆ ∼Ct.
As expected, ∼Ct is substitutive under all operators in our calculus.
Proposition 2.4 (Congruence of ∼Ct ; Sangiorgi [10, Theorem 3:1]). 1: A1∼Ct A2 implies
vxA1∼Ct vxA2; and :A1∼Ct :A2:
2. P1∼Ct P2 implies P1|Q∼Ct P2|Q; !P1∼Ct !P2; 〈P1〉Q∼Ct 〈P2〉Q; 〈Q〉P1∼Ct 〈Q〉P2; and
(X )P1∼Ct (X )P2.
Proposition 2.5. 1. Let F1 = (X )P1 and F2 = (Y )P2: Then F1∼Ct F2 iB for all processes
Q; P1{Q=X }∼Ct P2{Q=Y}:
2. Let C1 = vx˜〈P1〉P2 and C2 = vu˜〈Q1〉Q2: If C1∼Ct C2; then vx˜P2∼Ct vu˜Q2:
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Proof. 1. (⇒) Putting C = 〈Q〉0; we obtain with Proposition 2:2:3
P1{Q=X } ∼Ct 0|P1{Q=X }=C · F1 ∼Ct C · F2
= 0|P2{Q=X } ∼Ct P2{Q=X }:
(⇐) For any C = vu˜〈Q1〉Q2; we have P1{Q1=X }∼Ct P2{Q1=X }; and furthermore it
follows from Proposition 2.4 that
C · F1 = vu˜(Q2|P1{Q1=X })∼Ct vu˜(Q2|P2{Q1=X })=C · F2:
2. Let F =(X )0: Then
vx˜P2 ∼Ct vx˜(0|P2) = F · C1 ∼Ct F · C2
= vx˜(0|Q2) ∼Ct vx˜Q2:
The 4rst part of this proposition explains that the di;erence between context bisim-
ulations and higher-order bisimulations in [14] (to be briePy discussed in the 4nal
section) mainly appears in the treatment of higher-order output transitions.
3. Recursive equations with respect to strong context bisimilarity
This section is the major part of this paper, and we shall show that strong context
bisimilarity is compatible with recursive de4nitions and prove uniqueness of solutions
of equations with respect to strong context bisimilarity. To this end, we need a rePexive
and transitive closure version of the ‘up-to’ technique. This is given by the following
lemma which generalizes Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 3.1. Let ⊆˝0r ×˝0r and ∗=
⋃∞
n=0n be the reCexive and transitive clo-
sure of : Then ∗ is a ∼Ct-bisimulation if PQ implies the following statements
and their duals:
1. whenever P l→P′; there exists Q′ s.t. Q l→Q′ and P′∗Q′;
2. whenever P a→F; there exists G s.t. Q a→G and C · F∗C ·G; F ·C∗G ·C for
all closed concretions C; and
3. whenever P Ra→C; there exists D s.t. Q Ra→D and F ·C∗F ·D; C · F∗D · F for
all closed abstractions F:
Proof. We can easily prove PnQ implies the above three assertions by induction
on n.
Now, we are ready to present our main results in this paper.
Proposition 3.2 (Recursive de4nitions). 1. If K˜ def= P˜; then K˜ ∼Ct P˜.
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2. Let P˜; Q˜⊆ r˝ and fv(P˜; Q˜)⊆{X˜ }; and let K˜ def= P˜{K˜=X˜ } and L˜ def= Q˜{L˜=X˜ }:
If P˜∼Ct Q˜; then K˜ ∼Ct L˜:
Proof. 1. Immediate from Lemma 2.1.
2. Let
 = {(vx˜R{K˜=X˜ }; vx˜R{L˜=X˜ }) :fv(R)⊆{X˜ }}:
We are going to show that (∼Ct ∼Ct)∗ is a ∼Ct-bisimulation. To this end, with
Lemma 3.1 it suUces to demonstrate that P∼Ct ∼Ct Q implies the resulting statements
of replacing  with (∼Ct ∼Ct)∗ in the three conditions in De4nition 2.1, i.e.
1. whenever P l→P′; there exists Q′ s.t. Q l→Q′ and P′(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗Q′;
2. whenever P a→F; there exists G s.t. Q a→G and C · F(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗C ·G; F ·C(∼Ct
∼Ct)∗G ·C for all closed concretions C; and
3. whenever P Ra→C; there exists D s.t. Q Ra→D and F ·C(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗F ·D; C · F(∼Ct
∼Ct)∗D · F for all closed abstractions F:
Furthermore, by using Lemma 2.1 it is easy to know that we only need to prove that
PQ implies the above three items. Suppose that vx˜R{K˜=X˜ } →A′: Then R{K˜=X˜ } →A;
 =∈{x˜} ∪ {x˜} and A′= vx˜A: We are going to prove the following
Claim 1. There exists B s.t. R{L˜=X˜ } →B and
(i) A(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗B if = l;
(ii) C · A(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗C · B; A ·C(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗B ·C for all closed concretions C
if = a; and
(iii) F · A(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗F · B; A · F(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗B · F for all closed abstractions F
if = Ra:
If we can prove this claim then vx˜R{L˜=X˜ } → vx˜B,B′; for  =∈{x˜} ∪ {x˜}; and fur-
thermore we have the following three items and so complete the proof:
(i)′ If = l; then from (i), Proposition 2:4:1 and the de4nition of  we obtain
A′= vx˜A(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗vx˜B=B′:
(ii)′ If = a; then we let A=(Y )P1 and B=(Z)P2: For each closed concretion C = vu˜
〈N1〉N2;
C · A′ =C · vx˜(Y )P1
= vu˜〈N1〉N2 · (Y )vx˜P1
= vu˜(N2|(vx˜P1){N1=Y}):
With '-conversion it can be supposed that ({x˜} ∪ {x˜}) ∩ (L1 ∪ L2)= for some
sorts L1; L2 of N1 and N2; respectively. Then by using Propositions 2:2:4–2:2:6
we derive
C · A′ = vu˜(N2|vx˜P1{N1=Y})
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= vu˜; x˜(N2|P1{N1=Y})
= vx˜; u˜(N2|P1{N1=Y})
= vx˜(C · A):
Similarly, we have C · B′= vx˜(C · B): Thus, it follows that C · A′(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗
C · B′ from (ii), Proposition 2:4:1 and the de4nition of : We also can prove
A′ ·C(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗B′ ·C:
(iii)′ Similar to (ii)′, (iii) leads to F · A′(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗F · B′; A′ · F(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗B′ · F
for all closed abstractions F:
Now, we only need to prove Claim 1. We proceed by induction on the depth of
inference R{K˜=X˜ } →A.
Case 1: R=X and R{K˜=X˜ }=K a→A (a =∈{x˜} ∪ {x˜}): Then K a→A must be de-
rived by the Constant-rule and P{K˜=X˜ } a→A because K def= P{K˜=X˜ }: With the induc-
tion hypothesis, we may assert P{L˜=X˜ } a→B′ for some B′ with C · A(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗C · B′
for all closed concretions C: Since P˜∼Ct Q˜; P{L˜=X˜ }∼Ct Q{L˜=X˜ } and there is B s.t.
Q{L˜=X˜ } a→B and C · B′∼Ct C · B for all closed concretions C: Furthermore, L def= Q
{L˜=X˜ }; it holds that R{L˜=X˜ }=L a→B; and C · A(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗C · B:
Case 2: R=X and R{K˜=X˜ }=K →A (= l or Ra): Similar to Case 2.
Case 3: R= a:(Y )R′: With '-conversion we may assume Y =∈{X˜ } ∪ fv(K˜ ; L˜): Then
R{K˜=X˜ } = a:(Y )R′{K˜=X˜ } a→(Y )R′{K˜=X˜ } = A;
a =∈{x˜} ∪ {x˜}; and
R{L˜=X˜ } = a:(Y )R′{L˜=X˜ } a→(Y )R′{L˜=X˜ }, B:
For any closed concretion C = vu˜〈Q1〉Q2;
C · A= vu˜(Q2|R′{K˜=X˜ }{Q1=Y})
= vu˜(Q2|R′{K˜=X˜ }{Q1{K˜=X˜ }=Y})
= vu˜(Q2|R′{Q1=Y}{K˜=X˜ })
= vu˜(Q2|R′{Q1=Y}){K˜=X˜ }
because Q1 and Q2 are closed. At the same time, we also have C · B= vu˜(Q2|R′{Q1=Y})
{L˜=X˜ }: So, C · AC · B:
Case 4: R= l:R′ or Ra:C: Similar to Case 4.
Case 5: R=R1|R2; R1{K˜=X˜ } a→F and
R{K˜=X˜ } = R1{K˜=X˜ }|R2{K˜=X˜ } a→F |R2{K˜=X˜ } = A:
With the induction hypothesis, there must be G s.t. R1{L˜=X˜ } a→G and for all closed
concretions C; C · F(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗C ·G: Then
R{L˜=X˜ } = R1{L˜=X˜ }|R2{L˜=X˜ } a→G|R2{L˜=X˜ }, B:
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Assume F =(Y )P1; G=(Z)P2 and C = vu˜〈N1〉N2: With Propositions 2:2:2, 2:2:4 and
2:2:6 we have
C · A= C · (Y )(P1|R2{K˜=X˜ })
= vu˜(N2|(P1{N1=Y}|R2{K˜=X˜ })) (it is supposed that Y =∈ fv(R2{K˜=X˜ }))
∼ Ct vu˜((N2|P1{N1=Y})|R2{K˜=X˜ })
= (vu˜(N2|P1{N1=Y}))|R2{K˜=X˜ }
(we suppose that ({u˜} ∪ {u˜} ∩ L =  for some sort of R2{K˜=X˜ })
= (C · F)|R2{K˜=X˜ }:
To go ahead, we need the following auxiliary conclusion.
Claim 2. If U (∼Ct ∼Ct)∗V; then U |W{K˜=X˜ }(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗V |W{L˜=X˜ }:
Suppose that U (∼Ct ∼Ct)nV: We may use induction on n to prove this conclusion.
If n=0; it is clear. Let U (∼Ct ∼Ct)n+1V: Then U (∼Ct ∼Ct)nU ′∼Ct ∼Ct V; and
with the induction hypothesis we obtain U |W{K˜=X˜ }(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗U ′|W{L˜=X˜ }: Fur-
thermore, U ′∼Ct V ′{K˜=X˜ }V ′{L˜=X˜ }∼Ct V; and with Proposition 2:4:2 we obtain
U ′|W{L˜=X˜ } ∼Ct V ′{K˜=X˜ }|W{L˜=X˜ }=(V ′|W{L˜=X˜ }){K˜=X˜ }
(V ′|W{L˜=X˜ }){L˜=X˜ } = V ′{L˜=X˜ }|W{L˜=X˜ } ∼Ct V |W{L˜=X˜ }
and U |W{K˜=X˜ }(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗V |W{L˜=X˜ }: This completes the proof of this claim.
Now, with the above claim we may obtain
C · A ∼Ct (C · F)|R2{K˜=X˜ }(∼Ct  ∼Ct)∗(C · G)|R2{L˜=X˜ } ∼Ct C · B:
Case 6: R=R1|R2; R{K˜=X˜ } →A; and = l or Ra: Similar to Case 5.
Case 7: R=R1|R2; R1{K˜=X˜ } a→F; R2{K˜=X˜ } Ra→C; and
R{K˜=X˜ } = R1{K˜=X˜ }|R2{K˜=X˜ } →F · C = A:
The induction hypothesis tells us that there are G and D s.t. R1{L˜=X˜ } a→G; R2
{L˜=X˜ } Ra→D; F ·C′(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗G ·C′ for all closed concretions C′; and F ′ ·C(∼Ct
∼Ct)∗F ′ ·D for all closed abstractions F ′: Then
R{L˜=X˜ } = R1{L˜=X˜ }|R2{L˜=X˜ }) →G ·D, B
and A=F · C(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗G ·C(∼Ct ∼Ct)∗G ·D=B: (Here, we may know why we
should take (∼Ct ∼Ct)∗ instead of ∼Ct ∼Ct in the standard ‘up-to’ technique.)
Case 8: R=R1|R2; R1{K˜=X˜ } l→P′; R2{K˜=X˜ }
Rl→Q′; and R{K˜=X˜ } →P′|Q′: Similar
to Case 7.
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Case 9: R= vu˜R′ or !R′ or a process constant. Straightforward.
X is said to be weakly guarded in P if each occurrence of X in P is within some
subexpression :A of P: The following is a generalization of Lemma 4:13 in [6].
Lemma 3.3 (Sangiorgi [10, Lemma A.3]). If the variables X˜ are weakly guarded in
P; and P{Q˜=X˜ } →A; then there is an agent B such that
(i) A=B{Q˜=X˜ }; and
(ii) for any R˜; P{R˜=X˜ } →B{R˜=X˜ }.
Proposition 3.4 (Uniqueness of solutions of equations). Let fv(P˜)⊆{X˜ }; and let X˜
be weakly guarded in each P ∈ P˜. If Q˜∼Ct P˜{Q˜=X˜ } and R˜∼Ct P˜{R˜=X˜ }; then Q˜∼Ct R˜.
Proof. We set
 = {(vx˜M{Q˜=X˜ }; vx˜M{R˜=X˜ }) : M ∈ ˝r and fv(M)⊆{X˜ }}:
Then it suUces to show that (∼Ct  ∼Ct)∗ is a ∼Ct-bisimulation. With Lemmas 2.1
and 3.1, we only need to prove PQ implies the resulting statements of replacing
 by (∼Ct  ∼Ct)∗ in the three assertions in De4nition 2.1. Similar to the proof of
Proposition 3.2, we may proceed by induction on the depth of inference M{Q˜=X˜ } →A
( =∈{x˜}∪ {x˜}). The only di;erence which we should pay close attention to is the
case of M =X ∈ X˜ . If = Ra then M{Q˜=X˜ }=Q Ra→A. From Q∼Ct P{Q˜}={X˜ } and
Lemmas 2.1 and 3.3 we have some B′= vu˜〈B1〉B2 s.t. P{Q˜=X˜ } Ra→B′{Q˜=X˜ }; F · A∼Ct
F · B′{Q˜=X˜ } for all closed abstractions F; and P{R˜=X˜ } Ra→B′{R˜=X˜ }; and from R∼Ct P
{R˜=X˜ } we can 4nd some B s.t. M{R˜=X˜ }=R Ra→B and F · B′{R˜=X˜ }∼Ct F · B for all
closed abstractions F: If F =(Y )N; then
F · A ∼Ct F · B′{Q˜=X˜ }= (Y )N · vu˜〈B1{Q˜=X˜ }〉B2{Q˜=X˜ }
= vu˜(N{B1{Q˜=X˜ }=Y}|B2{Q˜=X˜ })
= vu˜(N{B1=Y}{Q˜=X˜ }|B2{Q˜=X˜ })
(note (Y )N and Q˜ are all closed)
= vu˜(N{B1=Y}|B2){Q˜=X˜ } vu˜(N{B1=Y}|B2){R˜=X˜ }
= F · B′{R˜=X˜ } ∼Ct F · B
and F · A ∼Ct  ∼Ct F · B.
For = l or a; the proof is similar.
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4. Final remarks
In the last section, we used a rePexive and transitive closure version of the ‘up-
to’ technique and proved uniqueness of solutions of equations with respect to strong
context bisimilarity and compatibility of strong context bisimilarity with recursive de4-
nitions. Here, we would like to present briePy the corresponding results for higher-order
bisimilarity in CHOCS [14]. We presuppose a countable in4nite set ‘ of (higher-order)
names ranged over by a; b; c; : : : ; a countable in4nite set of process variables ranged
over by X; Y; Z; : : : ; and a countable in4nite set of process constants ranged over by
K; L; : : : and including particularly 0. The syntax of CHOCS is given as follows:
P ::= X |K |a?X:P|a!P′:P|:P|P + P′|P|P′|P\a|P[S]
P; P′ range over processes,  stands for the silent action, and S is a mapping from ‘
into itself. We use r˝ to express the set of all processes. An input pre4x a?X is a
binder of process variable X; and a restriction \a is a binder of name a. A process
without free process variables is said to closed. The set of all closed processes is
denoted by ˝0r : A de4ning equation K
def= P with P ∈˝0r is assumed for each process
constant K . It should be pointed out that the (original) language of CHOCS has no
process constants as primary symbols and here process constants are added into it to
provide a certain facility of recursive de4nitions. Thomsen [14] showed that recursive
de4nitions may be encoded as some higher-order communications in CHOCS, but we
argue that sometimes, especially in some applications, it would be more convenient to
have explicit mechanism of recursive de4nitions.
The transitional semantics of CHOCS is the transition system ( r˝ ; Act;→); where
Act=(‘ × {?; !} × r˝) ∪ {} and the transition relation → is given by the following
set of inference rules:
Pre?x: a?X:P a?P
′
→ P{P′=X }
a!P′:P a!P
′
→ P
:P →P:
Choice: P .→P′ implies P + Q .→P′.
Parallelism: P .→P′ implies P|Q .→P′|Q.
(Higher-order) communication: P a?R→ P′ and Q a!R→Q′ imply P|Q →P′|Q′.
Restriction: P a?R→ P′ and a = b imply P\b a?R→ P′\b
P a!R→P′ and a = b imply P\b a!R→P′\b
P →P′ implies P\b →P′\b:
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Renaming: P a?R→ P′ implies P[S] S(a)?R→ P′[S]
P a!R→P′ implies P[S] S(a)!R→ P′[S]
P →P′ implies P[S] →P′[S]:
Constant: P .→P′ and K def= P imply K .→P′.
(Here . is of the form a?R; a!R; or ; and the symmetric of the choice, parallelism
and communication are omitted.)
Thomsen [14] proposed the concept of strong higher-order bisimulation.
Denition 4.1 (Higher-order strong bisimulation; Thomsen [14; De?nition 3:3]). A
higher-order strong simulation is a binary relation  on ˝0r such that whenever PQ
and R∈˝0r ; then
1. whenever P a?R→ P′; there exist Q′; R′ s.t. Q a?R
′
→ Q′; P′Q′ and RR′;
2. whenever P a!R→P′; there exists Q′; R′ s.t. Q a!R
′
→ Q′; P′Q′ and RR′; and
3. whenever P →P′; there exists Q′ s.t. Q →Q′ and P′Q′.
 is called a higher-order strong bisimulation if  and −1 are both higher-order
strong simulations. If P; Q∈˝0r and there is a higher-order bisimulation containing
(P; Q); then P and Q are said to be (higher-order) bisimilar and we write P∼Q;
and if P; Q∈ r˝ and fv(P;Q)⊆{X˜ }; then P∼Q provided P{R˜=X }∼Q{R˜=X } for all
closed processes R˜.
With a proof technique similar to that used in Proposition 3.2, we may prove the
following:
Proposition 4.1 (Recursive de4nitions). 1: If K˜ def= P˜; then K˜ ∼ P˜.
2: Let P˜; Q˜⊆ r˝ ; fv(P˜; Q˜)⊆{X˜ }; K˜ def= P˜{K˜=X˜ } and L˜ def= Q˜{L˜=X˜ }: If P˜∼ Q˜; then
K˜ ∼ L˜:
A process variable X is said to be weakly guarded in P if each occurrence of X in
P is within some subexpression a?Y:P′; a!P1:P2 or :P′ of P: The key step of proving
uniqueness of solutions of equations is the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let process variables X˜ be weakly guarded in P and fv(P)⊆{X˜ }.
1. If .= a?T or  and P{Q˜=X˜ } .→P′ then there is U s.t. P′=U{Q˜=X˜ } and P{R˜=X˜ }
.→U{R˜=X˜ } for all closed processes R˜.
2. If P{Q˜=X˜ } a!T→ P′ then there is U; V s.t. P′=U{Q˜=X˜ }; T =V{Q˜=X˜ } and P{R˜=X˜ }
a!V{R˜=X˜}−→ U{R˜=X˜ } for all closed processes R˜.
3. If P{Q˜=X˜ } a?V{Q˜=X˜}−→ P′ then there is U s.t. P′=U{Q˜=X˜ } and P{R˜=X˜ } a?V{R˜=X˜}−→
U{R˜=X˜ } for all closed processes R˜.
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The three conclusions of the above lemma should be proved simultaneously by
transition induction. Using this lemma we are able to prove the following:
Proposition 4.3 (Uniqueness of solutions of equations). Let fv(P˜)⊆{X˜ } and X˜ be
weakly guarded in each P ∈ P˜: If Q˜∼ P˜{Q˜=X˜ } and R˜∼ P˜{R˜=X˜ } then Q˜∼ R˜.
Naturally, these results obtained in this paper may be expected to be generalized
into the setting of weak context bisimulation or higher-order bisimulation (cf. [6, 16]).
Unfortunately, the proof technique employed in this paper does not work for weak
bisimulations. The main diUculty arises from the uncontrollability of the number of
-steps in weak bisimulations. To be more explicit, let us consider weak context bisim-
ulation as an example. Let ⇒ be the rePexive and transitive closure of →; and let
P
⇒A stand for P ⇒ P′ →A for some P′: Transitions of the form ⇒ are often in-
volved in weak context bisimulations in the place of
→ in strong context bisimula-
tions. From the proofs of Propositions 3.2 and 3.4 we already know that due to the
functionality of higher-order process calculi we have to deal with the rePexive and
transitive of some relations between processes instead of these relations themselves.
To establish some results for weak context bisimulations similar to Propositions 3.2
and 3.4, an auxiliary result for weak context bisimulation similar to Lemma 3.1 is
needed and in such a result P l→P′; P a→F and P Ra→C in Lemma 3.1 must be re-
placed by P l⇒P′; P a⇒F and P Ra⇒C; respectively. Then an induction proof should be
embarked on P
⇒A instead of P →A as in the proofs of Propositions 3.2 and 3.4; for
example, if P
⇒A consists of P →P1 →· · · →Pn →A then we may use induction on
d(P
⇒A) M=d(P →P1)+5n−1i=1 d(Pi →Pi+1)+d(Pn →A) where d(Q 6→B) stands for the
depth of inference Q 6→B: In this way, however, when we want to apply the induction
hypothesis on, say, P′
′⇒A′; the number of -steps in P′ 
′
⇒A′ may exceed that in P ⇒A
and we may have d(P′
′⇒A′)¿d(P ⇒A) and fail to apply the induction hypothesis
eventually. (Some similar problems appear in the study of weak conPuency; for exam-
ples, see [2, 17].) In summary, the proof technique used in this paper is not suitable
for the case of weak bisimulations; whether some results similar to those in this paper
hold for weak context and higher-order bisimulations is still an open problem; and to
settle this problem some new proof techniques have to be found.
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